Experience the raw beauty of hand-forged iron hardware. Vesta discovered a talented local artisan skilled in the Old World art of blacksmithing. Each piece is meticulously hand-forged and tempered by fire in three rustic finishes. Unique to this collection is a solid 1” diameter hammered rod.

**AVAILABILITY:**
special order 3-4 weeks, no returns

**PRIMARY MATERIALS:**
■ wrought iron

**DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:**
1”D: bracket required every 6-7 feet

**SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:**
Due to the nature of hand-forging slight variances in dimensional characteristics is to be expected. The solid hammered rod is heavy. Brackets MUST BE stud mounted. Improper installation may cause injury. The curtain rings in this collection are not hand-forged.

**AVAILABLE FINISHES:**
BL = black
B = bronze
NA = natural (iron)
FINIALS

A. Zug
#251070
2"W, 2¾"L
*shown in NA

B. Pergola
#251010
6½"W, 7"L
*shown in B

C. Sundern
#251080
3¼"W, 4"L
*shown in B

D. Constance
#251060
1½"W, 6"L
*shown in NA

E. Ticino
#251040
3"W, 7"L
*shown in BL

F. Valais
#251020
4"W
*shown in NA

G. Geneva
#251050
3"W, 7"L
*shown in NA

H. Tuscany
#251030
5½"W, 7"L
*shown in B

BRACKETS & ACCESSORIES

Bienne wall bracket (short)
#252503 - 3"W, 4¾"H, 3½"P
*shown in B

Bienne wall bracket (long)
#252506 - 3"W, 4¾"H, 6"P
*shown in BL

Lugano wall bracket (short)
#252403 - 1½"W, 4"H, 3½"P
*shown in BL

Lugano wall bracket (long)
#252406 - 1½"W, 4"H, 6"P
*shown in B

Scroll wall bracket
#252603 - 3"W, 4³⁄₈"H, 3½"P
*shown in NA

Inside Mount
#255000 - 2¾"W, 1¾"L
*shown in NA

Smooth Ring w/eye
#256000
1½"ID, 1¾"OD
*shown in NA

Twisted Ring w/eye
#256010
1½"ID, 1¾"OD
*shown in NA

Hammered holdback
#907510 - 3"W, 3½"D, 2½"P
*shown in NA

Spiral holdback
#907520 - 3"W, 3½"D, 2½"P
*shown in NA

Hammered Rod (solid)
#259000 - 1"D
*max length 10 feet

Iron Tubing
#258000 - 1"D
*max length 10 feet

Tube Splice
#258090
1"D, 6"L

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the rod size it's compatible with.
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